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2020 IEEE-USA CONSULTANTS FEE SURVEY: 
AVERAGE AGE, YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
SUGGEST YOUNGER DEMOGRAPHIC
BY HELEN HORWITZ

Can it be that more mid- to late-career engineers are becom-
ing consultants? According to the 2020 IEEE-USA Consultants 
Fee Survey Report, the average (mean) age of consultants 
has declined to 57.9 years — from 61 years of age in the 2018 
and 2019 reports.

This report attributes the 3.3-year age decline to two 
factors: first, a 7.9% increase in survey respondents 
ages 55-59, and second, a 20.9% decrease in respon-
dents over age 65. Consultants had a mean of 24 
years of professional experience, slightly below the 
mean of 26.4 years in 2019.

On average, male consultants in the survey had 
more professional experience than female consul-
tants; but the gender gap between them decreased 
seven years from 2019 — from 10 to three. The mean 
years of women’s experience was 21.4 years (up from 17.3); for 
men, it was 24.3 years (down from 27.2). The report ascribes the 

shrinking professional experience gap to the growth in women’s 
average years of professional experience and a decline in men’s.

Elsewhere in the report, it is noted that as with IEEE general 
membership, the vast majority of consultants are male (92.2%), 

and identifies as non-Hispanic white (73.5%). The larg-
est minority group among consultants remains Asian 
or Pacific Islander, with 5.7%, although another 6.3% 
preferred not to answer the question about ethnicity.

Conducted over a four-week period starting in 
mid-June 2020, the Survey drew only 11.5% of respon-
dents over the age of 70 — less than half the 25.1% 
who reported being in this age category last year. 
Another 35.9% reported being ages 60-69; the 45-59 
age range drew 41%.

Nearly 83% (82.8%) are U.S. citizens by birth. Another 12% are 
naturalized citizens. Consistent with 2019, 3.4% are permanent 
resident aliens.

IEEE-USA WEBINAR REVIEWING THE 2020 IEEE-USA 
CONSULTANT FEE SURVEY REPORT 
The Alliance of IEEE Consultants’ Networks Coordinating Committee (AICNCC) is work-
ing to provide every opportunity for independent consultants to understand the 2020 
IEEE-USA Consultant Fee Survey Report. In addition to reprinting in this newsletter the arti-
cle “2020 IEEE-USA Consultant Fee Survey, Average Age, Years of Experience Suggest 
Younger Demographic” originally published by IEEE-USA Insight, the committee also 
conducted a webinar to help with the understanding of the report.

Josephine Russo, a member of the IEEE Research team and author of the 2020 IEEE-
USA Consultant Fee Survey Report, provides a short review of the findings from the 2020 
report. You can view the “Highlights From The 2020 IEEE-USA Consultants Fee Survey 
Report” on the IEEE-USA Webinar page. n
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The median hourly rate charged this year by consultants is $150; a 
$10 decrease from last year, and the same as in 2018. Consistent 
with previous reports the past few years, the 2020 findings show 
some flattening across experience levels. Consultants who have 
been in their professions for fewer than 15 years report this $150 
median hourly rate.  Those with 25-34 years of experience report 
$163, the highest median hourly rate.

When the data includes the number of years as a consultant, 
rather than in the profession, there’s slightly more variation. The 
typical rate begins at $135 an hour for those with less than five 
years of consulting experience. The rate increases to $175 an 
hour, for those with 20-24 years’ experience. The highest deciles 
show lower rates ($360/hour) than the highest seen in previous 
reports ($400/hour).

Education levels are an important factor in what consultants 
charge. Those with a Ph.D. or an MBA have a $43 advantage in 
their median hourly rate, over those with Bachelor’s or Master’s 
degrees.

Some 25% of this year’s respondents (down from  32.4% in 2019) 
have a Professional Engineer’s (P.E.) license, giving them a $10 
hourly advantage. This hourly increase is consistent with last 
year, but down somewhat — compared to a $22 hourly advan-
tage in 2018, over those without a license.

To understand respondents’ areas of expertise, the survey 
asked them to select all the technical specialties — of 96 
listed — in which they offer consulting services. The top five 
growth areas since 2016 were: Systems Engineering (35.2%); 
Project Management (32.9%); Electrical Power Systems (26.5%); 
Software Development, Application & Management (25.2%) 
and Management (24.5%). The five areas with the great-
est increases since 2016 include: Python (+9.6%); Information 
Technology (+6.4%); Electro-Mechanical (+4.8%); C/C++ (+4.2%); 
and Automation (+3.6%).

The five areas with the greatest losses since 2016 were: 
Hardware, General (-3.7%); Antenna (-3.7%); Microwave (-4.4%); 
Illumination/Lighting (-5.2%) and Networks — LAN/WAN — Other 
(-5.8%).

As with the last three survey reports, three out of four consul-
tants (75.3%) worked out of their home office. (Reminder: The 
2020 Survey comprises consultant fees and related informa-
tion for 2019, before the COVID-10 pandemic.) About four in 10 
(42.7%) carry professional liability insurance, in case of errors or 
omissions.

Respondents who worked solely as independent consultants in 
2019 continue to decline. After peaking at 48.6% in 2018, sole 
independent consultants dipped slightly to 44.3% in 2019, and 
dropped to 37.5% this year. More than four in 10 (43.8%) spent 
their consulting hours with partners as a contract employee; as an 
employee of another company (not their own); or incorporated.

Most of the average consultant’s business continues to comes 
from repeat clients — 62.3% in 2019. But having connections is 
vital, as earnings also come from referrals by clients and friends 
(14.1%). Client contacts made by networking accounts for another 
10.1%. The Survey introduced several new categories, but respon-
dents barely used them; they include social media networking 
(1.4%)  and Internet Ad/Google Ad (0.7%)

The majority of consultants (59.4%) work with private, non-
defense and non-utilities companies. When defense and 
utilities-related firms are added in, the private industry share 
rises to more than eight in 10 respondents.

Reflecting  U.S. IEEE members as a whole, respondents to this 
survey worked in a variety of business lines — before becom-
ing consultants. Electrical/Electronics Manufacturing (13.%) is the 
most common.  Communications and Consulting (both at 10.2%) 
are next, rounding out the top three lines of business.

When looking at which parts of the United States offer the high-
est rates of compensation, the Middle Atlantic Region (New 
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania) had the highest average hourly 
rate — $175, down from $195 in 2019. The East North Central 
Region (Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio) and the New 
England Region (New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut) both reported an average hourly rate 
of $143, which is $7 below the overall median hourly rate of $150. 

The IEEE-USA Consultants Fee Survey analyzes responses 
using United States Census Bureau Regions, not IEEE Region 
designations.

Finally, because the survey was conducted several months after 
the COVID-19 pandemic had begun, questions were included 
about how the crisis was affecting consultants. One-third (34%) 
said the pandemic was negatively affecting their business; 30% 
said it was having both negative and positive effects. Slightly 
fewer than three in 10 (28%) reported it was having no effect; 
and seven percent said it was having a positive effect.

When respondents were asked for examples of the positive 
effects of the pandemic on their business, it wasn’t surprising that 

Continued on next page 
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the ability to work from home more was cited overwhelmingly. 
Negative effects included travel restrictions that limit produc-
tivity and difficulty in connecting or communicating with clients.

IEEE-USA has conducted surveys about the compensation and 
fringe benefits of its members since 1972. A separate consul-
tants’ fee survey began in 1998. This past June, 9,938 IEEE 
members, identified as consultants in the IEEE membership 
database, were emailed an invitation to complete the 2020 
Consultants Fee Survey. Some 956 respondents participated 

in the survey, a 9.6% response rate. All findings in this report 
represent only those who were identified as self-employed 
consultants, defined as the 600 who indicated that at least half 
of their consulting hours, from their personally earned income in 
2019, came from fee-based consulting. IEEE Strategic Research 
conducted the survey and prepared the report.

The 2020 IEEE-USA Consultants Fee Survey Report is available 
for purchase from the IEEE-USA Shop. Non-member price is 
$49.95; member price is $29.95. n

ARE YOU A CONTRACTOR? ARE YOU SURE? – IEEE-USA 
PRESENTATION ON DOL’S INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR RULES 
Russell Harrison, IEEE-USA’s Director of Government Relations recently gave to the IEEE 
Region 2 Baltimore Section a presentation outlining the United States Department of 
Labor (DOL) new independent contractor rules.

Mr. Harrison compares DOL’s rules to the AB 5 law in California to make the point that a 
national debate is beginning over how to regulate independent contractors.

The presentation is available for viewing online from Zoom using this link and passcode: 
4FFH26&p

You can also download the slides and a full copy of the video here. n

ARE YOU A CONTRACTOR? ARE 
YOU SURE?

HOW TO START AND EXPAND A SUCCESSFUL 
CONSULTING PRACTICE OR BUSINESS
Within the IEEE membership we have many independent consultants willing to share 
their time and knowledge to assist their fellow colleagues. William Kassebaum, inde-
pendent consultants and member long-time member of the Alliance of IEEE Consultants’ 
Networks Coordinating Committee (AICNCC) gave a webinar presentation to the IEEE 
Chicago/Rockford Consultant’s Network titled “How to Start and Expand a Successful 
Consulting Practice or Business.”

Mr. Kassebaum states that starting a business requires some planning and forethought. Just 
like a product or system we might design, the effort of building a business requires chang-
ing, adapting, and evolving.  In a system design, we might call that an evolutionary spiral 
where we constantly drafting the requirements, design, implement, and test — and back 
around again. As we grow a business practice, we go through the same stages. 

HOW TO START AND EXPAND 
A SUCCESSFUL CONSULTING 

PRACTICE OR BUSINESS
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This presentation covers three main topic areas: 

• steps to forming a new business — forms of business, 
evaluation of the business model, and initial planning & 
goal setting

• marketing, sales, operation, and getting paid; 
• tips and tools to improve operations, efficiency, and ROI.

Your business should iterate through all these concepts as it 
grows — re-evaluating, improving operations, and automating 

repetitive business operations. These topics and methods apply 
regardless of the type of business you are building — whether 
a consultancy, a product company, or service business.

You can view this webinar presentation using this link. The 
presentation is around 90 minutes and is split across several 
videos, but the playlist should automatically load them in order 
for you. n

RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION: YOU STILL HAVE TIME
Although, the new year has started, you still have time to renew 
your subscription for the IEEE-USA Consultant Finder. In the fall 
of 2018, IEEE-USA introduced the IEEE-USA Consultant Finder, 
powered by IEEE Collabratec, to IEEE members. This 
redesigned service’s key features include:

• Simple and advanced search features 
• An assignment placement portal 
• A full consultant profile for paid 

subscribers 

In addition, the IEEE-USA Consultant Finder’s 
visual design makes it easy to use. It also has 
web crawlers, so even more potential clients will be 
able to find this new website—and the individual consul-
tant profiles. Lastly, the Finder has opened this service fully to 
international independent consultants (those outside of North 
America) to post their profiles and market their services. Since 
Collaboratec powers this service, all 400,000 IEEE members 
have access to the Finder. Moreover, clients, project managers 
and HR professionals can search for consultants to hire – free! 

All IEEE members considering, or jumping into, the world of the 
gig economy should check out the IEEE-USA Consultant Finder 
for marketing their services. The IEEE membership renewal 
period is the best and easiest time to get started.   When you 
renew you IEEE membership, just add the IEEE Consultants 
Network Membership Premium to your cart. This step allows 
your IEEE Collabratec profile to be listed in the IEEE-USA 
Consultant Finder. 

The visual upgrade makes the Finder easier to use; and it will 
attract even more clients, project managers and HR profession-
als to search for a consultant, or post a consulting or contract 

assignment. IEEE-USA is also actively trying to promote this 
service to professionals through Google ad words, as 

well as constantly updating Search Engine Optimization 
(SEO) tags. 

We look forward to your continued support of this 
product with your renewed subscription. IEEE-USA 

knows this service will benefit all IEEE independent 
consultant members and their consultant practices. 

Please note: Current “Membership Premium” 
subscribers--it is now a great time to review your 
consultant profile. Log in via IEEE Collabratec 

(or the IEEE Collabratec App)--and consider adding, or 
updating, your photo; reviewing your biography; and updating 
your desired salary, or hourly rate. 

You can also review the IEEE-USA webinar “All You Ever Wanted 
to Know about the New IEEE-USA Consultant Finder.” This webi-
nar outlines the new features of this service. 

Again, welcome to the IEEE-USA Consultant Finder. And thank 
you to those that have already subscribed to this great service. 
We hope you like the new look and upgrades. For IEEE members 
who have not yet subscribed, be sure to take a closer look--
don’t miss this great opportunity!. n
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